Malignant melanomas of the oral cavity: heterogeneity of pathological and clinical features.
Data on 35 patients with oral malignant melanomas were pooled and the pathological features and the clinical course were examined in detail. Of these 35 cases, 27 (77.1%) showed a two-phase growth pattern, with both a vertical and a radial growth phase. Moreover, these 27 cases were classified into three subtypes according to gross features of the vertical growth phase; nodular, flat elevated and ulcerated types. Almost two-thirds of the cases were of the melanotic type. Malignant melanomas without a radial growth phase were found in 8 instances, all of which showed a nodular growth pattern, 1 being of melanotic type and 7 amelanotic. Mean latent insidious periods were evaluated for the cases with different growth phases. Cases with a radical growth phase exhibited the longest mean latent period (35.7 months), and a median survival time of 23.5 months. Cases without a radial growth phase showed a short mean latent period (2.1 months), and a median survival time of 7.5 months. The thickness of invasion ranged from 2 to 9 mm. Although 77.1% of the cases depicted similar pathological patterns to acral lentiginous melanomas of the skin, oral malignant melanomas demonstrated heterogeneity in morphological features, developmental process and biological behaviour. The histogenesis of oral melanomas is briefly discussed.